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Welcome everybody to another addition of Today’s Lean Manufacturing. Today we have 
Doug Hall from Innovation Engineering Leadership Institute and Doug I have three 
questions, I want to get to one at the end about lean something you spoke on 
yesterday, just touched on it. But before that two other ones, you it has been like 
drinking from a fire hose here all week and the passion it's so exuberant and it's been 
really enjoyable. Tell us why you believe this innovation needs to come back to 
American companies and why are you so passionate about that. 
 
My dad worked with Deming the origin and I spent time with Bill Conway the guy who 

bought it back, I mean all of lean, all of Six Sigma all happens from these guys. Well Bill 

Conway was the first American executive to embrace the ideas of quality. You meet 

with Bill Conway he tells you the problem right now our quality is much better, could we 

be better yes, but that's not our death threat. Our death threat is quite simply if you're 

not unique you better be cheap and if you don't have a meaningful pointed difference 

you're not going to be able to compete. And unique is far more profitable, so quite 

simply if you want to make more money you got to be meaningfully unique which means 

you’ve go to innovate.  

But just like 30 years ago when we didn’t have systems and tools to do quality, today 

we don’t have systems and tools to do this and so what we're doing is giving people a 

reliable system to help them do two things increase speed and decrease risk with 

innovation. And so it's very much symbiotic with them. But it is the challenge of today. 

The challenge of today is we have products that are not worth marketing. If you have a 

product and you have pricing pressures you are called a commodity. I don't care about 

your name I don't care about anything else if you can't make more money. Alright by 

definition an idea is uniquely unique if a customer is willing to pay more money. If it is 

not then you're a commodity more officially doing a commodity is not going to change 

your future and the reason I'm passionate about this is because I believe that this is 

what this country needs and I don't know how, I don’t know why but I feel a calling that 

I've got to do this. And now as we have a community of over 6000 that is multiplying at 

an incredible pace. There is a movement and so whatever little I can do to help do it is 

my challenge is to help spread it through universities through governments and through 

companies. 

 
Alright that's a great answer it has been like a movement and also fun, this has been a 
week of not only a lot of energy but a lot of fun.  Let's go ahead then.  
 
Let me speak on that because Dr. Deming and his multi-day institutes which is similar, 
which is exactly what we’re doing. We do the ask type question and they were asking 
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Dr. Deming in the morning one of the things he said, the reason that is in there and our 
objective is to learn a system and to get a plan to do next week for us to have some fun 
that's exactly what Dr. Deming to, he said we should be enjoying ourselves. 
 
Right and even in one of the charts in your presentation there should be a lot of laughter 
and there was and there has been this week. You touched the other day on the 
relationship between fear and innovation in almost like were fear blocked here in this 
country and among our companies. What do you mean by that, kind of take us through 
that. 
 
And so we measured 6000 large companies 7000 small company teams. We measured 
their courage to take action, fear versus courage that the people are feeling.  Not that 
the people have, but the people feel within their cultures. And what you see is if you 
look over 20 years of data is that fear has hit epidemic proportions, epidemic 
proportions. We don't even realize how bad it is today and I'm talking about matched 
players, major corporations, Procter & Gamble, Nike, Disney, American Express small 
companies, we’ve tracked the data I showed some data this morning that shows over 
last 10 years the urgency to create ideas the important agreement with the need to do it 
has gone up however their courage to take action and their optimism has gone down. 
Are you feeling stressed, you are not alone that's what's happening. The problem is the 
world changed. The life cycles are going faster and we have not changed our 
management systems to deal with it. And we are here to give you a reproducible 
system, to help you increase speed and decrease risk. 
 
Well and just as kind of a follow-up to that, as you see companies innovate or 
individuals or organizations do you see those fear levels going down. Hopefully you see 
those going down and that's really what caught my attention that relationship that seems 
to be invertly related if you are innovating are we less fearful. 
 
Well the key is 94% of the problem is system 6% is the workers Dr. Deming would say. 
So the key isn’t to ask somebody to have courage, the key is to give them a system that 
drives up fear. Deming’s precepts to management drive out fear. So what we do is we 
give them a reliable system that is the Deming cycle plan, do study, act, but on hyper 
speed. Instead of doing plan, do, study, act rapid cycles and doing them over a week or 
month we do them in an hour. We get people doing it so we drive out fear small steps 
drive away the fear. We take the issues and we don't hide them, we don't say buck up 
and have guts we honor them and we give them an emotional charge. In other words 
we take your fears and we call them death threats and then we evoke the left brain, the 
logical brain so that is the deaf threat how can I problem solve this. We can win this but 
only through putting in systems for doing it. 
 
Wow great the other day you had mentioned that there was actually possibly a 
correlation between companies engaged heavily in lean initiatives this particular post 
will go out on a blog called today's lean manufacturing. Kind of share with us your 
thoughts there that you had mentioned or touched on that there may be a correlation of 



companies in decline and those initiatives so that will be very interesting to our listeners, 
that really sparked my interest. 
 
Yes and then that's what the facts say I've seen multiple studies show it. Hear is the 
deal; draw the typical lifecycle curve, typical bell curve. Companies start out with hopes 
and ideas and they start to go, as they go they get more efficient they get more 
profitable, then they hit their peak they max out.  Different dimensions to it and  they 
start to go into decline. The challenge with companies is that they try to use lean in the 
wrong place. I love lean when it's used on the left side of the curve to drive efficiencies 
out of the new innovations to make them more efficient and increase profitability.  
 
Lean is a waste of time when the companies going down more efficiently doing the 
wrong products for the wrong customers will just accelerate you to death faster. What 
you need to do is to reboot and restart what innovation does is it restocks the lifecycle 
curve. Now I know this is not popular and I know that 85% of the companies have got 
bad management who are not projecting towards the future. The reality is you have to 
reboot and restart you have to restart the thing. 
 
When you go to cost-cutting mode and you're trying to cut it in you're not going to do it. 
Okay, more efficiently doing the wrong thing. Deming talks about where companies fail 
all the time despite their best efforts and people working hard to do things more 
efficiently but it's the wrong product for the wrong markets. Remember Deming said only 
3% of the companies opportunity was in the factory. He started there because it was an 
easier place to start. 97% was with management, management was responsible for the 
systems,  it's management's job is a job of prediction, constancy of purpose to the 
organization to have the products and services that can compete and keep the 
company and surviving and growth in the future. It's all about giving hope for the future 
not just mythical but reliable and reproducible system to increase speed and decreased 
risk. 
 
Wow what a great response and I know for our particular company some of the things 
were currently working on is been more than two years in the making from your work 
and the work of the Eureka Ranch. Any closing thoughts, closing words just to our 
audience. 
 
I would like to invite your audience, lean people are some of the best people to do 
innovations engineering. They are the best people because they understand the value 
of the system I don't mean to be disrespectful to marketing folks but they tend to be ego 
driven and not systems people. Engineers and lean people are people who are leading 
this movement, it is your movement. The very best innovation engineering black belts 
are lean practitioners. Brian Waunakee up in Vermont, and others. These are the 
people that are leading the cause we need you, you are welcome to join us. If you go to 
innovationengineering.org you can see about the leadership institutes that are out there 
and we would love to have you to be part of it. Or contact the NIST/MEP manufacturing 
partnership folks we have them all over the country. There’s somebody just a two-hour 
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drive from every company and we are here to help. To help transform and reignite 
American innovation and growth. 
 
Well. Doug, thank you so much were actually in between the session here and we will 
include those in the show notes, links to your website and how people can get a hold of 
you. Thanks you so much. 
 
 
 
 


